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In the past tUI yc'ars concern has mounted over the language abilities 
of non-Standard Enq:ish (NSE) speaking children who are being educated 
by ann wi th Standarr En~llish resout'ces. The major viewpoints ,'\rgue 
whether the chil<.:rcn ar'e linguistically dificient or linguist lcally 
different. 
Hum3n speech ~nd writing are interrelated in function bec~use they 
are eXT,ressi ve mode!' f'H communi~ation. Considering human development 
the relationship i~ isomorphic in that they share certain structural 
properties. l T~e q~~stion arises as tathe effect of NSE language 
deviations on written expression. Do such deviations hinder cognitive 
and creative abilities? 
It i" rons:dered by many linguists that all Americans speak an 
"astandard" English dialect. Field workers have for decades been involved 
in the task of interviewing people to determine regional dialects, the 
conclu)sion h<'?inn 1 hat each dialect is a bona fide language 
... 
system." 
However, an irnT")Y~a:': point is that although there is a qreat diversity 
in oral langw\r}C', there is only one accepted written for:n. (synt"x an~ 
spel1in,;). 
One of thp most prominant of these divergent pattern~ is the R:ac~ 
non-Standard (I';~'lS) ].1.nguage with wh'ich this paper will be ,onc'"'rneo. 
The RNS lang'.t,",';e do~s not represent a failure to learn the !"u) (>~, of Stand:nd 
Engli~',h, but r<1UlPt' is an equaJly highly structured sy"tem VJi.'t~ ;uJes of 
its own. Y(>t, written l;::,nguaqe corresponds to Stanc1.u:; En(11i~;: nIles. 
J 
) 
2 
The ENS speak 110' per~on is exposed to language in con.flic1ing ways. 
He learns to speak tiP language accepted by his home and peers. Aurally 
hJ is exposed to jnformal Standard English through school and the media 
J 
(televisio~, radj~. movies). Visually, the materials he is presented 
to read are formal Standard English. As a result the question might be 
asked as to whether these conflicting presentations interfeTe with the 
achievement of this divergent speaker. 
As will be shnwJI in the section which reviews Related Literature, 
no major study h3~ compared the oral and written languages of Blacks for 
their simulaTjtie~; therefore, the general purpose of this project was 
to compare OTc] ancl written language samples of Black students to find 
out th~ extent to which the ENS language is extended between the two 
expressive modes of language. The concerns that motivated .. this study, 
expressed in terril!". of questions to be answered, were as follows: 
1. Do the OTi'] and written performances of Black students differ 
2. Since writ1en expression is an isomorph of speech, is the BNS lan9u~ge 
rrpsent in writing as well as in speaking? 
3. Do the phonologic?l and syntactic structures :;.ignificilnt of the 
BNS li'.n~u~<:'lf' encumber written expression? 
4. If one assumes the above statements to be true, and also accepts the 
interrelatedness of the oral and written facets of languanr development, 
what "pproacb shc.t:ld the educator assume? 
5. Many studie~ h",,'{' proven the adverse affect the BNS language has on 
children learni,q to read by "traditional" methods. Do these methods 
also hamper written expression? 
Specifically, 1hE> study compared the oral and written language samples 
collected from five tl.\ck students by means of a language facility analysis 
which included a BNS English Inventory. It showed the interrelatedness 
of oral and writtPn ~xpression with implications for further study into 
its effect on cognitive and creative abilities. 
This study dp~)t only with objectively idenifiable characteristics 
of language; that i~ oroanization, prosody and rhetorical effectiveness 
were not evaluot~d. Consideration was given to the normal deviations 
to be expect eel of children from adult norms. Only the most pr.ominant 
characteri~tic~ wpre dpalt with. 
Dpfinition of Terms 
dialect - the sp • .,,-~:h charOlcteristic of a fairly definate (o11lmLlnity 
which v~rip~ from a stindard form 
divergpnt langurtnp - a form of language different from th~ ~tandard form 
langua~le - a soc i "\ _ "ystem of symbols to communicate throt.l9:1 1 j stening, 
sPCC\'(dJ10, reaLnq and writing 
linquistj, - h;:,v"inc to do with language and the study of lan-:.;uage 
phonology - the> :o.y·,;tem of 50unds used in a language 
Stand;\Td Engl j::;b - the 1 ~!lguage that adheres to stringent qra;nmatical 
rul~s ~~l fort:"! by the highly educated classes. I t -is used by 
i" -, oi \.'('n l angll<,\~e 
writ:!1o - -:h' ('r:I';1h',nic form of language. 
not ecL 1'.'Ij (', I H:.'l"c,. notes, lists) or formal whirl',.:", hee:1 
It i~ n(·(,~f-<'~.;' 10 <llticulate three areas of educotional ,:c.'Tlcerns 
to thl' pur~>'·'(' of thj s paper. 
R0cau<sE' tr,( ~'~l":r dE'ids with the BNS speech, it is nec€''-:,ary to 
thl~ d, ,,'.:rgc-nt form is • 
.' . 
Sc-condl~, o-in .. - ~he purpose of the paper is based on th,,' ;:ITemise 
Qlritten langua9€" :'.5 an isomorph of oral expres~ion, this r~lation5hip 
F'r?lly, th~ method of analysis $~lected is reJatively new. It is a 
meanin()ful, vcdu;'\hle m"~thod and will be reviewed. 
The di\'crq~nt 1~n~~a0P form referred to in this paper i~ mo~t often 
associated wit.~· thp :-';"'01:0 race, referred to as Black dialect. 'Let it be 
interjected a1 'this pl.'"):int thrtt it is cultural and gpographie 1,'lCtOTS that 
determine a D<" '~on' s di ~ leet, not the ethnic origin~, ~gim~ 
,j man's'to:H1lH"'. (')uite the contrarv, it is a highly re!ictble an.: r,"~dict-
';i 
able lar.,=nFI(jp, a prodllct of its use as an informal m(>an~' of cOIl"lnm:i.'3l1o"l 
among fllPmhC?r- of a culture. It can be compared t\~, th(' less io 11<.1 (>\,,:'rydCl-Y 
speech of c?,\~ ;\',lOn~ cOl.trClsted to formal StC'lnC.:I.10 c.oql:i 'ih thi1·:'~·. 
1 
Jo~n C. .t~i\T a t ~ ,-.u~-qest '> tha t the language pat t('rn~- 0:: E~'; lan~JUa~w 
are internali~~d h} s~cDnd grade. 
:; 
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BNS language. The (',uca:,ion5 cOI1~istently repeated the sentenc(>s in 
Standard English whjl~' the Hlack students repeated in predictible BNS 
lan~age, re~lurdles<, of mode and use of presentation. 4 
) 
The f0110win9 f(>Cltures of the BNS language have been isolated as 
the most frequent phenological and syntactical features. 5 
1. A weak enunciatior. ':H an omission of initial , medial and final 
sounds. 
a. stlb~ti tution of I(i/ for Ithl dis-this dem-them 
b. omission of media} sounds often produces a kind of homonym 
crayon-crown ilsk-ax 
c. no distinction betw{:'en Iii and lei when it precedes a nasal sound 
pin - pen are homonyms 
d. 5ubstitution of terminal If I for Ithl wif-with mouf-mouth 
e. omission of terminal D,T,S,R,L tool-too door-dough 
2. Such phonological rlifferences often result in grammatical differences. 
Homonyms mn}' inc;dv(-rtently be produced by the child when the teacher 
perceives (\ difference 1n Ithey-thatl but the child does not hear 
th('· di stinct ion and h(>nce, does not articulate a di stinction. 
Give him they book. 
They left they hooks. 
Give me them books. 
3. Plural and past markers 
a. addition of plural lsi to irregular plurals childrens mens 
b. irregular pronunciation of plurals and past ter.se inflection 
wif(>!'.4 knjff'~'/ " stopped askrd 
1 
Does not reC'{ulT.· 3g.reement between sUbject-verb in third pC'1!'on 
present tpnsC? 
sin9ular 
11.;> lur, fC\st. 
plural- They plks the ~9. 
They lo~k5 nice. 
Reversal of past and present participle forms of irregular verbs 
.1 done my work. 
I have did my work. 
Glimination of copula 
She runni n< • 
He h,.l!-'Y. 
Leroy big. 
7. Use of the u~inflpcted fOIm 01 the verb 'to be' to indicatP a 
He be husy. 
She be heTf'. 
An examin;',tior~ of the e~~u(<-Itional research show(:'(i that l·ittlp "tt£'01.ion 
,has been given to t hf' WI" it ten l.an()U3ge performance amon9 8l;'ck",. (I MIlch 
tQe has been d .. · .. '{Y!.r-',..; to thp oral language of blacks in aSH>sc.inq 
relation~hips wi u; c("<1dlno, but few studies include other ah'} i ~ iii'S such 
as cre~tive abj}itj~, ~nd written expression. 7 
8 
O h t • t d b Robert H. Brul·n1.·nks~ f th ne sue. S U(O w<\ s repor e· on y _ rot:l e 
University of :'-Hnn<'··()ta. He discussed a longitudina~ c,tudy in which 
80% of the si1mplc w'.'re low socioeconomic Blacks. They were administered 
measures of vPThal jntclligenc~, oral language, creative thinking, written 
language "no aC<'l.dpTli,' achievement. Results of productivity, grammatical 
correctiness and lcvel of abst~tion were sixteen months below the 
standard model. The deficiencies were mostly syntax correctness involving 
aspects of word ~sA9P ~nd punctuation. 
Any di verc;l<mt form of Standard En.g] ish must correspond to wr i tten 
I languase ' ... hich "i\ct ~ as an approximate visual equivalent. ,,9 No study was 
found that documented the extention of BNS language from speech to writing. 
, d + 10 Lun s.een notes, phonic misspellers will understand-
ably tend to mi s~~pell according to the way they speak in their, own 
dialect, the phnrlOl09ica 1 differences of the BNS language coul d' foster 
misspel1in<]. 
Waltl?r 1.. .. ,1,:'1"'11 ,,'-,(>wed in the first report of Thl? NatlonCll Councjl 
of Tead)!?ys of" f;r.!;~i"'h (NCTE), which was a twelve year lon<Jituciin--41 study 
of appr0ximate!v three hundred c)lildren across the socio-econo~ic strata 
of Oakland, ("If :forni.3., that in the third grade tho!'e with a 1J00d oral 
languane fae: 1 i ~y wrote well. Hp found the reverse also truE'. ~le al"o 
concluded i~ related to socjo-economic 1 2 ~-,)os1t.lon. 
four lowest :iOC i c-~'conomic groups were below average "'lId 1 e ,hp t}·rpe 
highest soc1o-econo"; (" 0,HmpS were above average. 
9 
The ,"hove i r>forllJation impl ies that since the aCCJuir'ed verbal behavior 
of the BNS langu.lqe fa.cilitates "poor" Standard oral language, the 
Black wri tten (>xf'ression could be expected to reflect this as well. 
Written Expression As an Isomorph of Speech 
Phylogenetic:ally man learned to talk before he could write. 
Ontoqenetjcally a child learns to talk before he can write. 13 There is 
no people withoJt a language of som~sort. The language might consist of 
visual gesturef. and/or verbal utterances, but it is a means to immediately 
express an ir:e3. In contrast, there are languages not expressed in 
writing, fOJ instance the many divergent forms of Standard English. 14 
Histnri('~lly, writing started with symbols for larqe units of oral 
language (WOlrlS, morphemes). It became more analytical and progressed to 
representation of syllables and phonemes. Eventually, writing represented 
language alp'l,d etic<\11y.15 
This rt.;;-wct of language development discloses chronolo9icaJly that 
oral langua(';(;> precedes written language. A contempory phenomen,'\ thrtt 
indirrttes the prec(;>dence of oral language deveJopm(>nt is the manner in 
which chan.;e-· in 1he English language are recorded in written form. 
The Sn-li~h langu<\ge is always changing. New words are added, old 
estahlished worn;;. aC'luire new meanings. The langua<;::e is exp?nderJ with 
this new vocallulary heing imitated and used orally by most f~c~ts of .society. 
It is aftpT its accpptance in sppech that these ch~nges arp ch:onicled 
; . 
10 
in written form. Dictionaries add and delete words that have become 
acceptable. It i~ in this way that alterations in oral language preludes 
accountability in ~Iiting. 
Speakinq .s a language skill that develops early in 
the chil·i's life, preceded only by listening - the 
fac~t t'1~"u0h which speech is learned: every act of 
speech i ~ em act of l·istening for someone el se. 
Every act of speech is limited by the vocabulary 
the child h~s learned through listening (and readinq). 
Every product of writing is dependent upon the speech 
fluency ~nd the knowledge of words and ideas of 
the wr it f' r. 16 
From this phenomc-non of communication.-~the interplay of the oral and written 
modes of exprpssjon, it must be. concluded that a child must fir~t learn 
to express himself throuqh speech. 
Childrpn must learn thl?ir language from scratch but this is usually 
accomplished easily and pleasantly. Random vocalization know~ as 
'babblinq' precedes a child's ability to discriminate speech torms from 
other sounds in his environment. He first discriminates stress and 
intonation pattprn~ around eleven months. Typically, around twelve months 
a child will prnduce Teal speech sounds.17 
The phornemes of language are learned by differentiation, Th~t is 
initially the child approximates adult sounds until he possesses the 
phonem~s himsplf. Voc~hulary dpvelopment is slow at first, but through 
questioninq ~nd 'n~rning' a child acquires an extensive vocabulary. 18 
He learns to as~ocjate the verbal symbol to the material object. Around 
twenty months the child will attempt to construct sentences, He has 
acquired this knowledge of grammar through imitation of the ]",nouage 
'q patterns he hears. l -
11 
Speech is Ip~rn~d 1hrough a spontaneous process of ~mitatiDn and 
exposure. At this point, ~peaking is the only expressive mode ;:..vailable 
to the child, and h~ continually increases his skills by reproducing the 
i 
oral langua<]e that II.? is incessaptly subject to. 
\l1ritin()t th(> other expressive mode is a symbol of this acoued oral 
language that thp chi d possesses. "There is no such thing .. 5 written 
language, just languasw written."~O "Writing is the extention of oneself 
21 into graphemes instead of phonemes." 
Before proceerling further, it is necessary to clarify what ~s meant 
by writing. James C. 
22 
Stalker suggests development of a scale. Writing 
is on the left: thi~ would include informal lette~s home, notes, grocery 
lists, "an,,- (}raphpmic~l ly coded artifact which is spontaneous and has not 
been edited or rewritten".(p.274) At the right end of the scalp is 
composition, that is novels, legal letters, essays or "writing wh.1ch is 
rethought and recoded into a dialect that is far from the common run of 
- oral discourse". (p.2-4) It is suggested that at the left end of the 
scale is formal Standard English which is never iden1caJ to sflPpc-h. 
Prooressivply to the right writing acquires properties that 'peru 
to sugg€'st it is a S'!Darate pntity from speech. It i~ not bett~l or 
worse but diff(:'Icnt becau~e it has (\ .differeat purpose. Compo5:ion is 
more formal and must adhere to a more stringent syntax. It is written to 
a bro~der audience thprefore mU5t be semanitcly structured. 
language is characterized by redundancy which must bp eliminated in 
writing. A freer form of sentence is tolerated in spPcch. Ev.~~, <l.t the 
12 
compostiion pnd of ,he scale, writing persistently contains :-I.t\r-ibutes to 
conc]ude it i~ ;m 23 i~0morph of oral language. " 
RobpTt 70ellr.~r pres~nted in the journal College English, the premise 
that when an indi"v'jdual writes, he tests his ,qriting against ."\cquired 
patterns of spp(~r.h ~'1ri through the processes of contrasting, comparing and 
modifying these p::\tt"Hn£, the writer eventually sets down whilt he wishes to 
say.24 
A project h;l--;p'l on this premise was instituted, titled "The Oral-
Aural-V5sual Stimuli Appro,~ch to Teaching Written Compostion." Students 
were instructcri to precede each writing with an oral account which was 
taped. Indiv:i (:~:(11 s could use the tape in any manner desired. The subjects 
reporter. (1reat('T facility in writing when using the tapes. 
Cons::lering the above information, it is logical to understand 
the difficultips ('C)countered whE'n the NSE speaking person graphemically 
express,ed his rhouc;hts,. They will reflect this divergent speech ;md it 
will not adhen' to accepted written language. 
A uniqu{) "'tudy shows the dependence of writing style in the YO·.lTl'] 
child on orid "xpression. Children at various ages six throClgh twelv(' 
were a<;ked to cYeLlte written and oral compositions. The resul~s show a 
great dependpl1ce on aux;dly acquired expressions, the noted source 
being tradi t i {'~li\ 1 fol kl ore. Archaic oral expres sions such as "OncC' upon 
a time ••• " and "The End" were present in the majority of the- compositions. 
Out-of-date words such <IS kingdom and dungeon, which are corn:lI()!1 in folklore, 
were re-ciundant. The young ;l.uthors exhibited a plot stT'..lcture ",,'i"th focets 
of oral language style that w~s greatly influenced hy familiar themcs. 2S 
13 
It is intere~ting to note that the transcripts collected for the study on 
which this paper i~ reporting yielded data in support of the above 
mentioned project. One child ended an oral presentation with an archaic 
expression, whilp four out of five concluded their written responses 
with such an expTe~~ion. Four of the five written compositions were 
begun wi th YOnce upon a time. 1 
The Language Facility Analysis 
Studies of children's language have used various means of analysis. 
To count words alone is inadequate since this would give only a numerical 
count and nothing about relations among ideas. 26 Most attempts to segment 
children's language have been insufficient. 
Heider and Heider's (1940) report on sentence structure i~ composi-
tions of deaf and hearing children was an early attempt to measure syntactic 
h .. 27 c aracteT1st1C'S. The investigators were critized for subjectivi ty and 
doubtful judgements in explaining what can be regarded as a sentence. 
Lester Harrel1 28 remarks that .. most studies using the sentence as a 
measure have not defined a sentence." (p.20) 
Kell099 W. Hunt in Grammatical' Structures Written at Three Grade 
Levels (NCTE#3) found that sentence length was not a good measurement 
because younger children have not learned to punctuate accura1ely, and they 
use "and" to coordinrtte main clauses excessively. Walter Lohan (NCTE#l) 
concluded the same thing. 
14 
Ruth Strickli'\T\(:~ attempted to segment int~ 'phonoloGic;1l units' 
dependent on t he ~.o'Jnds of the human voice to indicate sentence~.· 
Obviou51y, the method was critized for being subjective in d~termining 
. 29 inflection and stre~s. 
Concluding the 'phonological unit' inadequate, Strickland next 
used a two-level met}~d of analyzing syntactic structures but this 
. 30 Y1elded unmana9~ble terms. 
Walter Loban (NCTE#l) used a 'communication unit' to idenflfy semantic 
meaning in conjunction with the 'phonological unit'. This was a subjective 
and complicated approach. 
Kellogg ':J. Hunt (1964) was concerned with grammat ical structures in 
writing samp1es. He first had to determine an acceptpd m(O'thod to measure 
syntactic ~tructures. "One of the most impressive contributions of his 
(Hunt) report is the account of work on this problem.,,31 
For the rcason~ stated proviously, Hunt regarded sentence length as 
inadequate. H(> adoptpd the techni'lue he re:i;ers to as a minimal terminable 
syntactic unit {T-Unit}. He describes the T-Unit as follows: "one main 
clause with aJ] the subordinate clauses attached to it.,,32 AT-Unit Tlay 
be a simpl(> or complell sentence but a compo~JId sentence would he two 0'( 
more T-Unit5. 
This methoc! s~tisfied his criticism of sentence length which is 
subject to increased co:.:>rdination with less maturity,i .e. ,the frp(1u(>nt use ot"~nl 
In his report (NCTE#3) Hunt found an increase in mean lenqth of 
33 T-Units from grade level to grade level. This indici'\teo th~ T-Unit 
as a good meAsure of maturity in language. 
15 
The findings of the l'<CTE report #8 support Hunt's conclu,;ion~ that 
the T -Uni t is (\ sen~,i t j ~e measure of the development of children's 
language production", lhe da ta showed an increase of mean T -Uni t 1 ength 
from 9rade to grade.?4 
, 
The an;\lysis U'5(~d in the project repot:t~d in' this paper. 
, , 
used methods deriven from other ~e~earch in conjunction with the T-Unit. 
This form of analysis has been compiled by Dr. Bruce Gutknecht of the 
University of North Florida as a language facility a~sis. 
The analysis in~luded examining the sentences by form, that is, 
simple, comp~d, complex and fragments.-~Simple sentences are a basic 
structure. The addition of phrases and clauses signines sophistication 
of style. Subordination is a means of showing relationships and 
communicating more complex ideas. 
Smoothness of speech, the ability to find the words to express 
oneself, is a part of proficiency with language. 35 Therefore, the samples 
collected were examined by the extent of the vocabualry used and the 
amount of language elicited from the sUbjects. 
The vocabulary was measured by both frequency and diversity. The 
36 vocabulary used "'as cC8Ipared: to a list compiled by Edgar Dale. The 
word list is a compilation from a list of the vocabulary of children 
before entering first grade and E.L. Thorndike's list of the 1,CX~ 
most frequently used words. The 769 words common to both lists were used 
as a source to mea~ure the vocabulary power of the subjects. 
Edward Fry17 states that the more multi-syllabic words usecl",the 
more developed the vocabulary. He used such a mea~sure in his read4hility 
16 
formula. Thc' \,ocilbtl::HY of the participants was also ex;:>.;r:ined by the 
percentclge of one » 118ble words used to better analyze their vocabulary 
power. 
The ability to pxpress oneself also depends on the usp of the 
vocabulary in syntdx; therefore, it was valuable to look at the 
classification of {('!1vE'ntional us"age (parts of speech) of the words. The 
most basic of structures would use nouns and verbs and as lanuaye 
production mature~, the usp of modifiers, pronouns and conjunctions 
would increase. 
This lannu~~e facility analysis used can be a coherent, systematic 
procedure that can be refined for specific details and needs. 
Procedures 
The Choice of Subjects 
The dom1nclTlt concern of this. paper was to what extent evidence of 
BNS language is documented in written expression; therefore, it Vias 
necessary to choose an age group that had not yet been greatly influenced 
by the e ducat ion of "acceptable Standard English." In a sense, then, it 
was necessary to obtain a " c hrtste" sampI-e, while consideration had to 
be given to the degree of maturity requUed to perform the task of writing. 
38 
According to Lpv S. Vyqotsky the child's memory must be developed 
His attention span must be extended 
enough to handle 1h~' ta!.;k and his thinking must be mature enough to grasp 
the relationship between thought and symbol. 
Furthermore. a~ m~ntioned earlier, Joan Baratz suggests that language 
pattern~ ~re intern" I j ?pd by secon~ grade and functjon indepc'rt\pntly of 
environmental iactor~. 
Consid'2rjng th<:>~e fac'tors and the fact that the children mn'>t be 
old enouqh to hi'.\lp aCCTHPd f'xper ienc{:'s to drrtw on, second 9.l"ade Wd S 
chosen. 
Twenty c~:lriren participated in the project and five chil~Ten were 
selected. The ~(>1p("rion was limi't~d '.0 those children who IHnc1tl(CO a 
As feH CIS ~c:on]d he det(>rm:inpd, the twenty chilclTen Tlar'ti(~p;"ltin9 had 
not prevoiusly hepn eXl~~ed to cr~ative writing. 
18 
The children w~re from two different classrooms. Consideration was 
not given to their ~ocjo-e{onomic background when chosing paTticipants. 
Subject Matter 
Taking into con~iri~ration that this was an initial directed natural 
writing. it was felt th~t a gen~ral stimulus would produce the most 
desirablp respons€~. It was speculated that since the particjpants ages and 
experience are simular, the choice of suflJect matter would not constrain 
them. It was felt that to assure comparability of the two m("lde~ of 
expression, a o~"!n(>r;:·.l sti.muJus woule! be most effective. 
Two ~ i 1 (-~nt n:ov) '''~, were chosen to be shown to the part ici pants. 
Change~,!lan.s2('=:, baseJ on the wordless picture book by Pat Hutchins 
was shoWTJ initi;:dly. The next we~'k GJown was shown. Silent movies were 
chosen !'o th;'.~ th~· narTi".toy-'s lanol!iloe could not influence thi't eUcited 
from thp studpnt". 
that. hi.~ sut}lr-cts dlw<:IVS chose to ,:>ay the story out-loud first. Tills was 
because or~d m0tho,jc; <J!€ hahitual ,v.r! one can use famiJiar te(·hnj(1ues 
for sequenc i n~:. 
19 
Ted D. DeVrh' ';1 as discussed earlier stated that when as individual , 
writes, he te~ts hii writing against acquired speech ~atterns. He stated 
- . 
l 
that talk c(,:nes ea., ier I"that writing and should prelude it. 
~ 
T;1kin~1 the :'It-c-ve information into account, it was decid"d that the 
participants would hi' a~ked to ~espond to the films first or.\lly and 
then in writtpn f~Tm. 
'" 
~. 
All p~rtic:ip;:;,nt~ viewed the movie Changes, Changes. Each was then 
asked to tell the story privately to one of four interviewer~ (all 
elemental'Y tpClchers) who recurned the accounts on tape. The interviewers 
were ~sKed to tollow this schedule: 
1. Set thp chi1d at ease. 
:!. {~",j. thr' child to tell the story in his own words. 
'I. Ask Hl~ pre-plannpc! questions. (see AppeN~ix A) 
In the ca~0S whpr~ extra questions were interjected, this w~ssolely to 
Tn ?'; effort to ..-void mis:in~"'rpretation .• as a rp~,u]t 0f ~.im('> elasped, 
the film was ~hown aaaln thp next day. At its conclubion e~c~ ~hild was 
given ppnc. i 1 and paper and to) c to tell the story in hi S OWTl "ord::. No 
One w(-'(-°k l"tf~T thj S 5 Mft".! ex'tct proceedure was fol1ol"pd it'r the moviE> 
Clown in order to oht~in samples of adequate length required to apply 
the 1 ;m qUe! ew f i' C i 1 .i t y :m;l 1 y sis • 
Trans~rip~s wprc mRde for v~ch child's oral and writtPD ~am~1~s. 
Written tr~ns,:dptions copied the child's exact c;p<-'Il;-,a and :';J'lctu."Ition. 
Oral tran~-cript.ion< ..vcrc nnt punctuated but accurately ~epre~ented what 
the child !;<li " inc '·Jc!:i.ng IJi'>U',es, false starts and recundancj.~s. This 
proceedure fo; 101.' {" I i ha t of the research reports of thE' NCTE ini t iated 
by Walter LobCtr (":l'ort#l) in which he eliminated punctua.tion. spelling 
and capitctli7.iltio', :r the ora] transcripts. 
Data Collected 
Oral Written 
171 words 128 words 
27 T-Units 20 T-Units 
17 T_Units/100 words 15.5 T-Units/ 100 words 
5.1 words/T-Unit 5.2 words/T-Unit 
'. The oral responsew~ longer. More T-Units were used in oral discourse 
~: but the mean length of the T-Unit was the same for both oral and written. 
I, 
it\ 
~ f!i. 
Iii; 
~~ 
~i 
~~: 
}it 
\\~ 
i.:{-
t~~~ 
~,) 
r-~ 
~., 
til"fi-
H~) 
ttlf' 
\'!r 
f"t 
i~: 
;.,.:.7 
,"'1 
fragments 2 
simple 11 
compound 6 
complex 1 
The sentence structure 
Sentence Classification 
fragments 1 
simple 11 
compoUhd 4 
complex 1 
used in both modes coincide. 
AlphabetiC';\l Listing of Vocabulary by Grammatical Classification 
Nouns 
boat house - 1 boot(boat) part 
bird man boy -3 smile 
bluejay nest dog - 2 things 
boy - 3 picture fire - 2 time 
dog - 5 sun ftfJetruck train 
flashlight train end truck 
firetruck water - 2 house 4 water 
fire - 2 way man - 3 woman 
emergency 
Verbs 
blin(blind) play 
builed 5 ride 
build playin 
find sail 
buildin Ton 
got saw 
built ride 
had see 
caught seen 
keep 5tOP 
fly show 
let sunuc 
font st('\rt 
looked think 
go started 
made worked 
got tied 
playin was 
had told 
put - 2 WE'r,:. 
keep was 
ran 
let went - ~ 
lookin werf~ 
made 4 work -
make 
poured 
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Prepositions/~rticles/Conjunctions 
a - 7 on a - 5 once 
and - 15 I that the - 6 
because - 2 the - 10 
; 
apond then - 5 
for then - 6 because there 
in - 2 they - ] 1 in to - 3 
it - 2 to - 2 of - 2 
of 2 with .1 on - 2 
Pronouns ~ 
dis him 1 he - 3 that 
em - 3 his - 4 him they - 11 
he his - 3 who 
it 
Modifiers 
another out across one 
away quirk after out 
full smill?Y agin qu:ik 
here to,.w+r.er around s~d 
like up away to(too) 
other veah fast toqether 
kant(can't} VE'Ty 
much 
The distribution of the vocabulary among the conventional usaqes ~as 
the same in speech and writing. 
The conjunction landl was used fifteen times in speech and two times 
in writing. 
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Syllables 
one syllable words 68 57 
two sY~lable words 13 13 
three syllable word~ 2 1 
four syllable words 1 0 
One syllable words occured the same percentage in oral and written, 
81% in oral, 80% in written. 
Diversity 
Nine words used in the oral discourse di~not appear on Dale's list but 
only two in the written sample were not on the list. 
Black Non-Standard Inventory 
(See Appendix B) 
1- 9 8 
2_ 0 2 
3- 0 0 
4- () 1 
5- 2 7 
6- 0 0 
7- 0 0 
The occurancp of BNS language in both modes coincides, that is, it was 
extended between the oral and written samples in the same manner. 
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Subject Earl 
Oral Written 
.; 
302 words 162 words 
46 T-Units 28 T-Units 
15 T-Unit~/lOO worrls 16 T_Units/lOO words 
5 words/l'-Unit 5 words/T-Unit 
The oral response was longer. The number of T-Units per 100 words was 
relatively the same. The mean length of the T_Unit was idenical. 
Sentence Classification 
fragments 4 fragments 2 
simple 13 simple 14 
compound 14 compound 6 
complex 0 complex 2 
More compound sentences were used in oral discourse indicating more 
facility to express relationships in oral expression. 
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Alphabetical Lis1;nQ of Vocabulary by Grammatical Clas5ificatlon 
Nouns 
air moon - 2 boat - 2 pepl(people) 
Billy· n,"\me - 4 boy - 4 pikcher 
boat - 2 piC1UY~ cown(Clown) -7 store 
box sky dog sun 
boy something fire time 
bricks - 2 stuff 2 firetruck tr;:dn 
Clown 5 sun _ 2 girl - 2 
dog - 3 t:i me house - 2 
everybody - 2 Joe 
fire - 4 tracks man - 5 
firetruck train moon 
house truck 
lady 
man - 2 
Verbs 
be cut bulded -2 have 
blind found cech(catch) is - 3 
build 3 ga{got) -s cri looked - 2 
buildin have draw make 
built had -3 go -3 mak('t(maked) 
caught know 
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Verbs(cont.) 
like-ted Ti\n ran wa~ - 7 
looked Tidin~: sa(say) work 
/ 
lookin say show 
lose see stopt - 2 
ma (made) -3 showed smile 
need start 
painted wpn(wen"t) 
poured WClS - 9 
put - 2 
Prepositions/Articles/Conjunctions 
of a - 13 of - 2 
or and - 11 ones(once) 
so apond( upon) the- 10 
as _ 2 that ther -3 
cuz becus to - 4 
for to but - 3 with 
wif (with) not - 3 
Pronouns 
dem{ them) that -3 he - 6 
he -6 they - ?-2 him - 2 
him -3 the)!'1] - 2 his 
his this it - 5 
I who - 4 they 4 
it -10 
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Modifiers 
after out - I) a gin how 
another pit iful all li tt Ie 
back 500:1 away nice 
backwards bule(blue) no 
forth turn green piteful 
frontwards up good - 2 pretty 
just whole fast out 
balf win(when) happy - 3 ugly 
lot until yellow 
no _2 upon - 2 
never 
ole 
on - 2 
once - 2 
More pronouns and modifiers were used in the oral discourse. 
The conjunction landl was used twenty-three times in speech and eleven 
times in writing. 
Syllables 
one syll<:tile words 91 55 
two syllable words 19 14 
three syllable words 2 1 
four syllable words 1 o 
One syllable words were u~ed 81% in oral and 79% of the time in written. 
Diversity 
Thirteen words used in the oral discourse were not included on Dale's 
list but only three words used in writing were not on the list. 
" 
Black Non-Standard Inventory 
(See Appendix B) 
1- 20 2 
2- 0 3 
3- 1 1 
4_ :3 3 
5- 4 6 
6- 0 5 
7- 1 0 
The BNS languagp was more prevalent in oral only pertaining to pron~unci-
ation and spelling. Grammatical occurances of BNS language was more 
prevalent in written. 
Subject Maryiam 
353 words 
58 T-Uni'ts 
Oral 
16 T-Uni'ts/100 words 
5 words/T-Unit 
The oral response was longer. 
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J 229 words 
36 T-Units 
Written 
15 T-Units/100 words 
5.4 words/T-Unit 
The T-Units per 100 words was approximately 
equal and the mean length of the T-Unitseoincide. 
fragments 
simple 
compound 
complex 
o 
12 
17 
3 
Sentence Classification 
1 
16 
8 
1 
More compound sentences were used in the oral discourse indicating 
greater facility 'to express relationships in speech. 
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Alphabetical Listing of, Vocabulary by Grammatical Classification 
Nouns 
bench 
I 
nobody -3 bark -2 land 
boat -3 man blocks life 
box mornin boat man _2 
boy -3 night boy -4 moon 
cards somebody box -2 morning _2 
Clown shop cards noone 
dog -4 somethin Clown -4 night 
dogs street day people 
friends _2 sun _2 dogs pictures 
fire -3 thinkers end -2 river -2 
firetruck things fire sun 
house -2 time firetruck -2 track 
land truck friends 
job wall house -2 time -2 
pictures -2 way -1 lady truck 
water wall 
way 
Verbs 
ask cryin buld deliver 
bark couldn't bulded floted 
build find bumpted go 
bumpted finding couldent had _2 
came floated cried _2 hearrl -2 
caused git diden't jumped 
J...: 
Verbs(cont.) 
go puttin made -2 roac 
got -5 Cluit move sir.ked 
had ran playing -2 showing 
keep see pOped tied 
jumped sell push:. , trying 
kept sell in!] put -2 wanted 
heard -2 showing ran -3 w;,\s 
knew sinkinl] saled 
looked started -2 
lookin .., -.J stopped 
passed ti~d 
playin ., -J tqying 
pullin unhooked 
put _2 went 
was -17 
Prepositions/Articles/Conjunctions 
a -7 on -3 a -14 the - 16 
and -37 or and -12 then -5 
at the -22 at the'r(o' -3 
but then -9 because this 
by there _2 but -2 to -5 
cuz to -7 of - 4 when 
for -2 when ., once -2 -J witch(which) 
into _2 with -2 so with -1 
of -2 
him 
his 
all 
about 
again 
.\ 
~I angry 
Iii I another -2 
,,' away -3 i back _2 
~P each -2 
I' ~ early I fast 
~I~j\ forth -2 
, , 
just tlittle 
~. kept 
i,· 
i,~;"late 
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Pronouns 
it he -7 
them -5 his -2 
they -4 him 
what it -2 
Hodifiers 
n€>xt all 
pretty again -2 
off -2 another 
of _2 a ng ry 
other -'3 away 
over -2 back 
out -3 big 
quick cho cho 
some -2 forth 
still 
through 
two 
up 
whe:re 
wrong 
yeah , 
More modifiers were used in speech than in writing. 
they -14 
them _2 
who 
Ii ttle 
next 
one 
other 
out _2 
over, 
some 
suddenly -3 
wooden -3 
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The conjunction land/ was used thirty-seven times in speech and twelve 
times in writing. 
Syllables 
one syllable words 98 70 
two syllable words 34 27 
three syllable words 3 3 
four syllable words 0 0 
One syllable words were used 73% of the time in speech and 70% of the 
time in writing. 
Diversity 
Twenty words used in the oral discourse were not on Dale's list and 
sixteen words used in the writing were not on the list. 
Black Non-Standard InventorY{see Appendix 8) 
1- 18 2 
2- 0 1 
3- 1 1 
4- 1 0 
5- 7~ 4 
6- 0 e 
7- 1 0 
The occurances of BNS features coincide in the oral and written samples, 
.with the exception of non-standard pron_unciation being more prevalent 
in speech. 
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Subject Hassan 
Oral Written 
. 127 words 174 words 
~ 
18 T-Units 32 T-Units 
.13 T-UnitsJI00 words 17 T-Units/l00 words 
5.3 words/T-Unit 4.8 words/T-Unit 
The written re5pon~e was longer. There were more t-Units per 100 words 
in the writing. The mean length of the T-Unit was longer in the oral. 
i 
I
i fragments 
simple 
!/' 
<,t compound 
ri 
~ complex 
3 
8 
3 
2 
Sentence Classification 
fragments 4 
simple 10 
compound 8 
complex 1 
t 
~ There were more compound sentences in the writing than in speech. 
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Alphabetical Listing of Vocabulary by Grammatical Classification 
NOUns 
blocks something bloks(blocks) moon 
boy story bout (boat ) no bode 
Clown sun _2 box nothin 
dog -2 track boy -3 n(end) 
fire -3 tr<tin -3 Clown. .2 peoples 
house -2 truck --cards things -2 
lady water colors sm<tl1 ( smile) 
man -3 watpr hose dog -5 sun 
n(end) faes(faces) tain(train) 
fire trkek(truck} 
house -4 
lady 
man -3 
Verbs 
build P'.lt bied(build) -4 made - 2 
crying Tnn criying -2 makE' -3 
font(found) rode foet(found) ran -2 
helping too 1, had sel(sell) 
made -5 th",t's has sef' -2 
need Wrln't drawd say 
poured was -4 is stay 
loo!<. try 
like wor:{s 
pat(put) -2 was -5 
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PT~~~sitions/Articles/Conjunctions 
a -6 of a -13 -of -'1 
an(and) -9 in an(and) .13 0n ... -~ 
because so -2 at -2 than(then) 
for to because the -15 
from but to -4 
'." f' for when 
in 
Pronouns 
dem(them) there he -5 it 
he .2 they -8 hes(his) .3 thay -8 
his him thayr(their) 
it .2 I .2 
Modifiers 
about off all 1 i rt Ie .2 
away on a10t () v(> r 
blin(blind) out away out 
happy some can't outsic:>d 
little top fast pr(>tty 
no when good some 
oder(other) 
The distribution of the vocabulary among the conventional usages was 
the same in speech and writing. 
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The conjunction landl wa~ used nine times in both modes. 
Syllables 
one syllable words 47 65 
two syllable words 14 12 
three syllable words 1 1 
four syllable words o o 
One syllable words were used 76% of the time in speech and 83% of the 
time in writing. 
:f: 
Diversity 
J I Four words used in the oral discourse do not appear on Dale's word list 
~ and thre~ words used in the writing are not on the list. 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I rr 
~ 
1-
2-
3-
4-
5-
6-
7-
Black Non-Standard Inventory ( see Appendix B) 
16 11 
0 3 
0 1 
1 7 
0 3 
0 0 
0 0 
Tbe BNS features we~e extended through the written sample mor~' than I in the oral discourse. 
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Lynnette 
I 
words 
Oral Written 
147 words 
24 T-Units 
.5 T-Units/l00 words 18 T-Units/lOO words 
words/T-Unit 5.3 words/T-Unit 
response was longer. More t-Units per 100 words were used in 
The mean length of the T-Unit was the same in both~ modes. 
Sentence Classification 
5 fragments 0 
e 6 simple 18 
12 compound 3 
2 complex 0 
compound sentence structures were used in the oral sample. Simple 
~pnl~p'n~es were used almost entirely in the writing sample. 
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Alphabetical Listing of Vocabulary by Grammatical Classification 
~ 
~ 
t ; 
boat -3 picture 
t 
~" ... 5 people , 
i:· 
dog -4 smoke 
rend something 
~ 
tire sun 
t 
triends thing , 
ground things 
lady -2 train -2 
man -6 truck 
wagon 
water 
ask -2 doing 
be drawn 
blin(blind) gitting 
broke got -4 
~ 
build had 
building kept -2 
caught look - ted 
crying liked 
, 
did -2 made -5 
" I 
~ 
I 
Nouns 
Verbs 
blocks name -2 
boy _2 peopl 
Clown ship 
corl(color) s011lething 
dog ",,5 ' somk(smoke) 
-end -2 sun 
gas thing 
house things 
lady truck 
man -2 woman 
comeing make -2 
crying makeing 
did ran 
done think 
drew were 
had -4 where{were) 
have workeci 
keep 
made -2 
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Verbs (cont.) 
uke -5 thought 
~ 
put think 
ranned took 
ride was -10 
see wanted -4 
l 
showed went 
~ ,. 
Prepositions/Articles/Conjunctions 
a -10 of a -7 
and -20 or and -11 
because the -21 at -2 
but then 'of -3 
by to -7 the -14 
cuz -8 where to 
from wherever 
in 
Pronouns 
he like it -3 
hes me them 
hill their they _12 
his theirsf'Jf 
I -2 them _2 
it -6 they -16 
·:bappy -4 I:! 
rnporten -3 
~ittle -6 
I~o _2 • fale -3 
~ne 
\' 
} 
f 7 
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Modifiers 
over 
same 
some 
together -2 
too 
very 
where 
Wherever 
yeah 
away out -2 
can pr<:?tty 
fast reaJ 
good red 
green smaTt 
happy to( too) 
inporten together 
-Ii ttle -3 very 
not warm 
ole 
I
~ 
,More diverse parts of speech were used in speech. These included pronoun~, I 
~repositions, articles , conjunctions, and mOdifiers. 
lhe conjunction ;and; was used twenty ti .. es in speech and eleven times 
Iii .. 
l" n wr1t1ng. 
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Sy~lables 
one syllable words 82 58 
two syllable words 24 12 
three syllable words 3 2 
four syllable words 0 0 
One syllable words were used 75% of the time in speech and 80% of the 
time in writing. 
Diversity 
Nine words used in speech were ntton Dale's word list and four words 
used in the writing do not appear on the list. 
Black Non-Standard Inventory (see Appendix B) 
1- 20 2 
2_ 1 2 
3- 2 0 
4- r; 6 
5- 1 0 
6- 3 0 
7- 1 0 
The BNS features were extended between the two modes in the same manner 
with the exception of the omission of sounds being more dominant in 
speech. 
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Conclusions 
With the sxc~rtion of one transcript, all of the oral responses 
were considerably longer than the written. .This increased oral wordage 
can be expected b~cause at the.second grade level, these students have 
not generally acquired much facility in writing. As mentioned in the 
section describing the procedures taken, this was an initial attempt 
at directed natural writing. 
The NCTE research report #8 which reported on the syntactic charac-
teristics of elementary ~hool children, found that the written transcripts 
of the third graders {which was the lowest grade from which writing was 
elicited} were especially shorter than the oral discourses. They concluded 
that this was relevant to their acquired writing facility. 
Written expression can be expected to be shorter because there is 
no need for repetition to transmit ideas because the transcript can be 
read over and over. The oral discourses elicited were redundant but the 
writing seemed to compact the ideas therefore decreasing wordage. 
Thp number of T-Units'used per 100 words coincides in all samples, 
indicating that the same syntactic structures were used in both speech 
and writing. 
The me~n length of the T-Units was approximately the same for all 
five children. The mean length varied a maximum of .S.words. In conjuction 
with Hunt's findings (the mean length of the T-Unit is an index of 
maturation), the oral and written language facilities of all participants 
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is siaular. This concl~sion is supported by the simular age and grade 
level of the subjects. 
The use of the conjunction landl tor subordination occured auch 
more frequently in speech, indicating the coamunication of more complex 
propositions in speech. A review of the transcriptions maintains this. 
In writing, more independent ideas were presented in simple sentence fora. 
More phrases and clauses were used in speech as evidenced by increased 
compound and complex sentences. This i~lies a more mature and sophisti-
cated form of communication in oral expression. 
The increased use of pronouns and modifiers in the oral samples 
shows a greater facility in speech. There was a aore diverse use of 
the parts of speech in the oral discourses. 
Those children with a more extensive oral vocabulary tended to have 
a developed written vocabulary. 
As earlier suggested by Edward Fry, multi-syllabic wordsGre an 
indication of vocabulary development. All of the participants used only 
approximately 30% multi-syllabic words, a ~igure that concurs with their 
maturity. It is interesting to note that the figures concur for both 
speech and writing. 
Very few of the words used by the subjects did not appear on Dale's 
word list, showing the children have developed an average vocabulary. 
Their written vocabulary is less developed as it diverted little from 
the word list. 
The results of the BNS Inventory show that the divergent language 
features~e extended between the two modes in a simular manner. 
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The most promlnant ~eature of the BNS language was the omission 
or weak enunciation of sounds. This feature did hin.der the participants 
'. in spelling. 
t It is noted that the divergent pronounciation led to grammatical 
errors when lanl was repeatedly .s~bstituted tor landl and Ithan/ was 
substituted for Ithenl in the written transcripts. 
Another feature evident in both modes was the lack of agreement of 
the subject and verb. It occured the saae percentage in writing as it 
did in speech. 
The reversal of past and present participles was more frequent 
in writing. 
There was little or no evidence of some prominant features of the 
BNS language in the collected samples. This deficiency may be due to 
the limitations in the collection of the samples. It may also be attributed 
to the fact that the BNS language differs in accord with geographical 
and cultural factors. 
This analysis indicates through a number of factors that the oral 
facility is more developed than the written, an anticipated fact consid-
ering the maturity of the participants. There is no indication that the 
writing facility is "underdeveloped" according to any norms. 
The simularities that were 'compared in the two modes does support 
the statement that writing is a natural outgrowth of speech, it is speech 
written down. 
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This analysis ~lsoL shows that the BNS features are equally extended 
between the two expressive modes. There was no evidence that this 
encumpered the participants to express their thoughts. 
Considering that the BNS features are present in the natural written 
expression, a hind~rance can be p~ralleled to the problems encountered 
by Blacks in reading Standard English resources. They are forced to 
transcribe their thoughts which are expressed in inner speech (conscience 
thoughts not brought forth in words) in BNS language, to accepted 
Standard English. The transition is source for confusion and rejection; 
therefore, it is because of this demand that the BNS language could 
indirectly encumber written expression. 
if Imp~ications for Further Study 
t Thi s study is only a pilot study, analyzing the l~n9uage of only a 
small population. No doubt other investigations need to be made to 
corroborate and correct the findings. 
The study found that features of the BNS language are present 
in the written form of second graders. The question arises as to 
whether the influence of this divergent language exists with more 
mature writers, that is those who have been influenced by education of 
Standard English. Further investigation;-therefore, is needed to determine 
the influence of the divergent language in conjunction with Standard 
English education. 
This study has shown that the writing ability of the divergent 
speaker ~s comparable to that anticipated by his oral language facility. 
A comparative study of Standard English speakers needs to question 
the same relationship. Examinations of other divergent languages 
(Hispanic, Appalachian) would also yield comparative results. 
The influence of the pre-determined subject matter used in this study 
might have inhibited expression. Further investigation might not constrain 
the subjects and allow the participants to write on subjects of their own 
interests. Writing samples could also be collected sporadically and 
compiled from classroom work. These methods of collection would provide 
i} 
~ more characteristic structures and a broader vocabulary. 
A study to p~rallel that of Joan Baratz mentioned earlier, would be 
to ask divergent speakers to write sentences read to them in Standard 
English form and BNS form. It would be interesting to note if the BNS 
speaker translates, unconsciously, the Standard English into RNS form 
when writing as they did in speech. 
· ! 
Implications for the Curriculum 
This study was concerned with the natural influence of the BNS 
1anguagePn writte-n expression. The results show that the educator 
must be aware of these existing features and the need for a pedagogical 
attempt to accrue a logical association between the speech of the divergent 
language and the written expression. 
A main objective of the educator must first be to make the divergent 
speaker aware that there is a difference in languages, and that it is 
a difference not a deficit. This might also involve a change in the 
attitudes of the educators who feel BNS language is inferior. 
Students must be taught the social reality and functional value of 
their language. They must be able to differentiate the func.tion of 
their NSE form and at the same time understand the appropriate time 
and uses of Standard English. 
If BNS speakers are aware of the differences mentioned above, then 
Standard English grammar lessons and drill will bear new meaning and 
significance. 
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Appendix A 
The following is thp list of questions given to each interviewer to 
ask the participants after watching the movie Changes, Changes. They 
were to be used only after the story had been told in the childts own 
words and then only to elicite more language. 
1. Were the man and woman happy together? 
l! 
2. Was the sun a good idea? 
3. Do you think that they liked one thing that they built best of,all? 
4. What would you do with the box of blocks? 
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Appendix B 
Black Non-Standard Inventory 
1 - A Wlak enunciat ion or an omission of initial, medial and final 
sounds. 
a. substitution of /d/ for /th/ dis- this dem- them 
b. omission of medial sounds often produces a kind of homonym 
crayon - crown ask -ax 
c. no distinction between IiI and leI when it precedes a nasal sound 
pin - pen are homonyms 
d. substitution of terminal If I for Ithl wif - with 
e. omission of terminal D,T,S,R,L, tool - too door - dough 
2 - Such phonological differences often result in grammatical differences. 
Homonyms may inadvertently be produced by the child when the teacher 
perceives a difference in Ithey-thatl but the child does not hear 
the distinction and hence, does not articulate a distinction. 
Give him they book. 
They left they books. 
Give me them books. 
3. Plural and past markers 
a. addition of plural lsI to irregular plurals childrens mens 
b. irregular pronunciation of plurals and past tense inflection 
wifes knifes stopped asked 
4. Does not require agreement between subject - verb in third person 
present tense. 
singular - Henry see Spike. 
He run fast. 
plural - They walks the dog. 
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5. Reversal of past ~nd present participle forms of irregclar verbs 
I done my work. 
I have did my work. 
6. Elimination of copula 
She running. 
He busy. 
Leroy big. 
7. Use of the Uninflected form of the verb "to be" to indicate a 
habitual or general state. 
He be busy. 
She be here. 
x' 
Appendix C 
Oral and Written Transcripts 
(. Subject i<'odney- oral transcript 
T_Teacher 
R-Rodney 
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T: Rodney, tell me the story that we just saw. 
R: they had build a house they make the sun and the house caugh(t) on 
fire and den dey poured wata(water) an the fire wen out an den it 
was full of wata (water) an den dey make a boat an they made a 
firetruck to ri (ride) in they had made a train with a flashligh 
they went to ri (ride) they made anotha house 
T: Were they Happy? 
R: yeah beca (because) they built together they were smiley 
T: Did they like something the best? 
R: yeah to work together 
T: Were they quick thinkers? 
R: yeah beca (because) it was in emergency an dey start buildin quick 
T: What would you do with the blOCKS? 
R: play wi (with) em buil(d) a bird ••• a bluejay to fly to his nest 
second sitting 
T: Tell me the story of Clown that we just saw. 
R: the boy was playin with the other boyan the do (dog) ran away an 
den the boy started lookin for his do (dog) den he had got his 
picture and told em dis here do (dog) like that an den he had fount 
hes do (dog) an he seen the man had him tied up an he was blin(d) 
he let em keep him an the do(dog) show em the way to go 
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Subject Rodney - written,transcript 
once apand a time ~ man and a woman They builed a house then the house 
got on fire they they made a fire tr.ck to put it out after that one 
part of the house sunuc becuse th~y.put to much o~ water on the fire 
then they builed a boot to sail across then they builed a truck to ride 
in then they a train then they stop then they builed there house agin. 
they worked very fast they think quik. they builed things together 
they were smilen 
second sitting 
The boy was playin and he looked around his dog had ran away the boy 
was sad thin he find has dog he saw a man who kant see the boy let the 
man keep him the end 
Subject Barl - oral trans~ript 
T _ Teacher 
R_&~ 
T: What did you like best? 
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R: when they ••• when they was duildin all of the stuff it start in a 
box wif bricks and stuff and they aa (made) soaethin out of it 
den they made a sun out of bricks when they 9a (got) ou (out) ••• 
in the sky an dit (and it) caugh(t)-on fire and they had auilt the 
firetruck and they put the fire out 
T: Then? 
R; den they ••• wen the fire they had poured water on the fire an the 
fire wen out 
R: What about the water? 
R: it ga (got) ••• it made a whole lot and they ha (had) have a boat 
and they got in it and they made a truck after that and den the 
train they ran ou (out) of tracks so an den they build a house an 
they build another truck and they wen (went) riding back and forth 
and den they duild another house in the air 
T: Did they put up the sun? 
R: no they put the moon up der I jus know it be a moon they cut the 
sun in half 
T: They were quick thinkers. 
R: they'll bil (build) it they'll bil (build) it as soon as they need it 
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T: What would you do wi,th the blocks? 
B: a boat cuz that what I that what they build they like-ted all 
of dem 
second sitting : 
once upon a time it W35 a boy who name Billy who dog name was clown 
he looked for him a man who was pitiful he was blin •••• 
onece upon a time there was a dog name Clown he got lose an an ole man 
he was blin (blind) he and Clown and got him where to go straight or 
backwards or frontwards or turn an this boy name Billy he was lookin 
fa (for) his clown and got the picture of the lady who paonted him and 
he showed it to everybody and everybody say no they din't (didn't) 
see the.dog the dog name was clown the was never found and until 
October fourth 
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Subject Earl - written t~anscript 
Ones a ,pond a time ther waS a man and a little WDan they bulded a house 
yellow and green bule. and boat. Firetrke and bule water. It was a 
good boat becus it pretty. The w~ter stopt and the man go fast to mak 
a train. But it stopt. They is happy They bulded a house But he 
make a moon not a sun to cech fire. The man and wman smil and is 
happy a gin. 
second sitting 
it was a boy and a girl cown was the girl the boy was Joe his dog was 
ugly he was not pretty at all. The boy work out of a store. Cown 
with him there a wman draw a nice pikcher of cown. the cown ran away 
and the boy cri. He is not happy. He looked and looked good. He showed 
it to pepl but they sa (say) no A pitefl man have cown and cown show 
him how to go. 
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Subject Maryiam - oral t~anscript 
T - Teacher 
I 
M-_ Maryiam 
T: How did you like the movie? 
M: it was pretty 
T: Tell me all about the story. 
M: yeal they got out of the box and they got to knew each other they 
was wavin to each other 
T: Tell me about the rest. 
M: they build a house and they put up the sun and then the sun coused 
a fire then they ••• andthey build a fire truck then they put out 
the- fire and they they got through puttin out the fire all the water 
floated and they had to build some ••• a boat to keep cuz of the 
firetruck was sinkin the boat bump-ted the land and they build a 
truck and go back and forth back and forth they was quick thinkers 
cuz they build things fast 
T: What would you do with the blocks? 
M: I bil (build) a boat or a house 
second sitting 
T: Tell me about the movie Clown that we just saw. 
M: there was a little bOy and he was tryin to sell some pictures and 
nobody waned (wanted) them and then he was selling pictures and 
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nobody wan-ed (wnnteq) them then he um quit the job cuz nobody 
wan-ted em they just passed by the next mornin he was playin cards 
with friends on the bench an ••• he ran away Clown ran away an the 
/ 
J 
boy stopped playin cards with his other friend and ran to fin (find) 
hi him an when he kep on fin-in <,f~ndin) hi. he started cryin and ••• 
" a ••• late at nigh he was still lookin for him an den he wen into 
dis shop an ask about where Clown was an then the next morning 
he was lookin he got up early an he was started lookin for him 
again den next time he heard somebody~bark an it wasn't the dog 
it was two dogs playin an it waas another dog an den he heard another 
dog and it was Clown he ran over der to see what it was and he 
jumped over the wall an when he looked up he got angry cuz he was 
tied to somethin an he couldn't git em oft an the man come der· 
an unhooked em an he went otf into the street an the dog was showin 
him the was but when the dog was show in him the way he went the 
wrong way and he kept pullin him 
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Subject Maryiam - writtep transcript 
Once apond a time there was a box of blocks. and a little wooden lady 
and a little wooden man poped out of the box. the little wooden people 
made a house. they had a big fire .and they .. de firetruck then suddenly 
a big river floted apond them. and the firetruck sinked and they bulded 
a boat. they saled to the end of the river and they bumpef the land. 
and they bulded a truck they road back and foreth. suddenly they couldent 
move. they push with all there life. and then they had to buld a 
cho cho train. suddenly they ran out of track and then they bulded 
the house again. and this time they diden't put the sun again 
they put the moon. The End 
second sitting 
Once there was a little boy who was trying to deliver some pictures but 
noone wanted them so one day he was playing with his friends then clown 
ran away then then the boy. The next morning he was playing cards with 
his friends and Clown ran away. The boy cried. the next morning he 
heard a bark. but it was other dogs. When he heard another bark it was 
Clown. he jumped over the wall and he was angry. becase Clown was 
tied to a man. he was showing him witch was to go. 
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Subject Hassan - oral tr~nsript 
T _ Teacher 
H Hassan 
T~: Tell me, how did the story go! _ 
H: there was some d~m li-el (little) and um the lady and the .an and 
they um took the blocks out and made a house an a train um they made 
da train an sun an a urn ••• 
T: firetruck 
H: to put out the fire the sun made the fire they made a train and a 
um there wan't no oder track an so they made a truck 
T; I think I remember some water. 
H: from the wat (water) hose they poured the was (water) on top of the 
urn fire 
T: They seemed to like all of the things. 
H: in the n they rode off oh they build a house when they need somethin 
they made it 
second sitting 
T: Tell me about the movie Clown that we just saw. 
H: the dog ran away the li-el (little boy was cryin and the n he font 
his dog the man was blin (blind) he was happy about because Clown 
was helping the blin (blind) man that's it for the story 
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L Subject Hassan - WT i tten, transcript 
~) Thay was in The box an Thay bied a house an pat a sun on The outsied 
; 
f 
" of the house an pat ,- the fire out an mad a bout an bied a trkek an bied l a tain house an mad a aoon i will like to ~ Than Thay bipd a make a house 
,~ 
an i will like a trkek Thay had a small on Thayr faes The peoples 
make things when Thay want to. Thay wQ~ks fast. Thay has alot of 
colors of blocks an thay makes pretty things. 
second sitting 
1 
The dog ran away. The little boy was criying at the n he foet hes dog 
the man was bod. The boy try to sel some cards The dog ran away 
The little boy was criying. He look allover for hes dog but he cant 
foet it. A lady drawd clown but no bode see him at the n he foet hes 
dog. the man was bod. He say to stay because the man cant see nothin 
an clown is good. 
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Subject Lynnette - oral. transcript 
~: T - Teacher 
L - Lynnette 
T: Tell me about th .. story. 
L: the lady and thp man made a house and they got up by theirself 
they made a boat euz they had made a tire truck and they had put 
, 
alot of wat'er on the ground and it got flooded and they had to make 
a boat then they made dem a :.truck cuz they wanted to ri(ride) they ••• 
they wanted tp um ••• the truck had broke and they made a train it 
had got ••• the smo~ 
T: Are they happy? 
L: yeah cuz they was in the boat together and they look-ted happy 
together 
T: What did they like best? 
L: they liked all the same cuz they kep on buildin things ?fter they 
bill(build) one thing 
T: Was the sun a good idea? 
L: no cuz it put their house on fire but it be dark and cold with 
no sun 
T: What would you do with the blocks? 
L: I make a house make a train like dey did make me a truck make me 
a wagon or somethin and a firetruck that um thing caught on fire 
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second sitting 
T: Tell me about the movie Clown that we saw? 
" L: tl'le little ole man was blin (blind) the lady drawn him a piccha 
" J 
an the boy showed it to some people an ask him ask dem did they see 
his little do (dog) the boy wa~ cryin an he went to the people on 
the end an the little dog was happy an the boy was happy because 
CU7. he though (t) hes do (dog) was doing something very importen and 
I think it was importen too he took the blin (blind) man wherever 
he wanted to go an he kept the little ole blin man from gittin 
ranned over an the blin man finally got where he wanted to go and the 
t',,_ little ole man an boy was friends an the little boy was happy cuz 
the dog was doin somethin impoten 
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Subject Lynnette - written transcript 
\~: 
They was good at makeing things 
They/made a truck and it ran out of gas. 
They made a house and it was pretty. 
They make a ship and it had somk coming out of it. 
They was not real people 
They can think of something fast. 
They where make out of block. 
They where smart. 
They had the sun to keep them warm. 
They had the corl green. 
They were a man and a woman. 
And they worked to gether. 
And they had a red blocks to. 
The End 
second sitting 
The little boy was crying and the dog ran away and the lady drew the 
dog and the dogname WnS clown And the little boy did not have a name 
And the little old man took the dog. The little dog was very happy at 
the end And the dog done a inporten thing. The End 
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